
 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Feet for Flight  
Overlay (highlighting) Key:  

First way given 
Support for first way 
Second way given 
Support for second way 
Third way given 
Support for third way 
 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a full explanation by providing three ways that birds use their feet in 

flight and using specific details from the text to support each way.  
 

The first way, to help them take off, is supported with details from the text: American coots 

are very heavy, so they have to run across the water to gain enough speed to fly. The second 

way, use their feet as brakes, is supported with details from the text: To slow down, a graylag 

goose sticks its feet out in front of itself…air gathers beneath the goose's feet, causing the 

webbing to expand and act like a parachute. The third way, to cool down, is also supported 

with details from the text: birds get very hot…the hot blood from its body travel to its feet. The 

wind cools down the birds feet…. Correctly providing three ways that birds use their feet in 

flight and supporting each way with details from the text earns this response 4 points. 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a full explanation by providing three ways that birds use their feet in 

flight and using specific details from the text to support each way.  

 

The first way, they use their feet like brakes, is supported with details from the text: the 

graylag goose it dangles its feet like a parachute before landing. The second way, they use feet 

for take off, is supported with details from the text: the American coot runs along the water 

before taking off. Finally, the third way, they use their feet like radiators, is also supported with 

details from the text: the herring gulls rely on their feet to remove 80 percent of the heat 

gained during flight. Correctly providing three ways that birds use their feet in flight and 

supporting each way with details from the text earns this response 4 points. 

  

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a full explanation by providing three ways that birds use their feet in 

flight and using specific details from the text to support each way.  

 

The first way, for brakes, is supported with details from the text: without brakes speeding birds 

wouldn't be able to stop fast enouph. The second way, by landing, is supported with details 

from the text: like the Mute swan. The Mute swan uses it's webbed feet to land in the water. 

The third way, to take off, is embedded within the supporting details from the text: by using 

thier feet for running like the American Coot. The American coot takes off like an airplane. 

Correctly providing three ways that birds use their feet in flight and supporting each way with 

details from the text earns this response 4 points. 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a full explanation by providing three ways that birds use their feet in 

flight and using specific details from the text to support each way.  

 

The first way, takeoffs, is supported with details from the text: The coot bird runs like an 

airplane on a runway to help himself take-off. The second way, for brakes, is supported with 

details from the text: The graylag Goose uses it feet for brakes when it flying so it can stop and 

land. The third way, to control body temperature, is embedded within the supporting details 

from the text: The Herring Gull uses it's feet to help reduce 80% of the heat that is caused by 

flying. Correctly providing three ways that birds use their feet in flight and supporting each 

way with details from the text earns this response 4 points. 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate explanation by listing three ways that birds use their feet 

in flight without using specific details from the text to support any of them.  

 

The first part of the response actually lists two ways: to tack of and land. The second part of 

the response also lists two ways: to ckool of and to slow doun in the air. The third part of the 

response does not provide any additional information from the text, but rather is a summary 

statement. No details from the texts are used to support any of the listed ways. Correctly 

providing three or more ways that birds use their feet in flight but not providing support from 

the text for any of the ways earns this response 3 points. 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate explanation by listing three ways that birds use their feet 

in flight without using specific details from the text to support any of them.  

 

This response lists three ways birds use their feet in flight: To cool down its body…To slow 

down…To use to take off. However, no attempt is made to support those ideas with details 

from the text. Correctly providing three ways that birds use their feet in flight but not 

providing support from the text for any of the ways earns this response 3 points. 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate explanation by listing three ways that birds use their feet 

in flight without using specific details from the text to support any of them.  

 

The response provides three text-based ways birds use their feet in flight: to slow down 

[brakes], to stop [landing], and to take off in flight. However, no attempt is made to use details 

from the text to support those ways. Correctly providing three ways that birds use their feet in 

flight but not providing support from the text for any of the ways earns this response 3 points. 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate explanation by listing three ways that birds use their feet 

in flight without using specific details from the text to support any of them.  

 

The response provides three text-based ways birds use their feet in flight: to take off...with out 

there feet they could not stop...the feet control the body temperature. However, no attempt is 

made to use details from the text to support those ways. Correctly providing three ways that 

birds use their feet in flight, but not providing support from the text for any of the ways, earns 

this response 3 points. 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate explanation by listing three ways that birds use their feet 

in flight without using specific details from the text to support any of them.  

 

The response provides three text-based ways birds use their feet in flight: when they stop 

[brakes]...to land...to get the correct body tempature. However, no attempt is made to use 

details from the text to support those ways. Correctly providing three ways that birds use their 

feet in flight, but not providing support from the text for any of the ways, earns this response 

3 points. 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a limited explanation by providing two ways that birds use their feet in 

flight and using specific details from the text to support each way.  

 

The first way, use it's feet as brakes, is supported with a specific detail from the text: there feet 

dangles like small parachutes. The second way, to help them land, is supported with a well-

paraphrased detail from the text: Mute swans extend their webbed feet forward when landing 

and when they hit the lake or the pond and ski the surface till they realy hit the water. 

Although this response slightly mixes up the two ways birds use their feet in flight with the 

corresponding support for each, the minor confusion does not detract from the points earned. 

Correctly providing two ways that birds use their feet in flight and supporting each way with 

details from the text earns this response 2 points. 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a limited explanation by providing two ways that birds use their feet in 

flight without using specific details from the text to support either of them.  

 

This response gives the appearance of providing three ways birds use their feet in flight, but 

two of the ways are repetitive. The first way, use there feet for brakes, and the third way, use 

thier feet for parachutes, refer to the same point even though they are presented as two 

different ideas. The second way, use thier feet for skees, refers to landing and is an acceptable 

way birds use their feet in flight. No attempt is made to support these ways with details from 

the text. Correctly providing two ways that birds use their feet in flight without supporting 

each way with details from the text earns this response 2 points. 



 

Score Analysis:  Score Point 2  

This response develops a limited explanation by providing two ways that birds use their feet in 

flight without using specific details from the text to support either of them.  

 

The first way, to land on the ground, and the second way, To stop where they need to stop 

[brakes], are both acceptable ways birds use their feet in flight. The third way, to swim in the 

water, is not text-based and therefore earns no credit. Correctly providing two ways that birds 

use their feet in flight without supporting each way with details from the text earns this 

response 2 points. 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a limited explanation by providing two ways that birds use their feet in 

flight without using specific details from the text to support either of them.  

 

The first way, they can use them for brakes, and the third way, for keeping thear bodys worm, 

are both acceptable ways birds use their feet in flight. The minor confusion about a bird using 

its feet to stay warm rather than to cool off does not detract from the overall understanding 

that birds use their feet to control body temperature. The second way, thay could use them for 

stering in the air, is not text-based and, therefore, earns no credit. Correctly providing two 

ways that birds use their feet in flight without supporting each way with details from the text 

earns this response 2 points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal explanation by listing one way that birds use their feet in 

flight without using specific details from the text to support it.  

 

One way is given: Birds use their feet like a brake. The rest of the sentence, to stop them from 

the water, merely completes the thought, but is not a supporting detail from the text. 

Correctly providing one way that birds use their feet in flight but not providing support from 

the text earns this response 1 point. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal explanation by listing one way that birds use their feet in 

flight with a specific detail from the text to support it.  

 

One way is given, to take off, and is supported with one detail from the text: Coot's run across 

the water…. Although two more specific birds from the text are identified, The gray lag goose 

and pigeons, the attempt to explain how they use their feet in flight is not text-based: take off 

by jumping and jump to fly. Correctly providing one way that birds use their feet in flight and 

providing specific support from the text earns this response 1 point. 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal explanation by listing one way that birds use their feet in 

flight without using specific details from the text to support it.  

 

One way is given: to take off. The other two ways birds use their feet are not text-based and, 

therefore, receive no credit: use thare feet to swim…and to walk. The remainder of the 

response is extraneous commentary that neither adds to nor detracts from the score earned: 

they use thare wing to fly to swim and not lesst to do evrey thing they can do with there wing, 

and feet.... Correctly providing one way that birds use their feet in flight but not providing 

support from the text earns this response 1 point. 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal explanation by listing one way that birds use their feet in 

flight without using specific details from the text to support it.  

 

One way is given, they use they feet fore brakes to stop, but no attempt is made to use details 

from the text as support. The extraneous comment at the end of the response, Some of them 

can't fly, neither adds to nor detracts from the score earned. Correctly providing one way that 

birds use their feet in flight but not providing support from the text earns this response 1 

point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop an explanation about how birds use their feet in flight.  

 

Although this response provides some general knowledge about birds, they could go 

faster…they could go North…They fly a lot, the information is not text-based and does not 

answer the question that was asked. Not developing an explanation about how birds use their 

feet in flight earns this response no points. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop an explanation about how birds use their feet in flight.  

 

Although this response attempts to provide an explanation for how birds use their feet in 

general, pick up food…for fighting…use for swimming, none of those ideas is text-based, nor 

are they an attempt to discuss how birds use their feet in flight. Not developing an explanation 

about how birds use their feet in flight earns this response no points. 

 

 



  

Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop an explanation about how birds use their feet in flight.  

 

Although this response attempts to provide an explanation for how birds use their feet, the 

first way, a bird used it's wings to fly, refers to a bird's wings, not feet. The remaining two 

ways, to just jump out of the water…to fly out of something high like a tree, may refer to taking 

off but are not relevant to the question and, therefore, receive no credit. Not developing an 

explanation about how birds use their feet in flight earns this response no points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



Open-Response Question  

The poet says, "December days are short," but he does many things 

during this poem.  

Describe FOUR things that the poet does, using details from the 

poem to support your answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



December  Days are Short 
Overlay (highlighting) Key: 
Acceptable text-based activity 
Unacceptable text-based detail 
Activity not text-based 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a thorough description by identifying more than four specific activities 

the speaker in the poem does during the day.  

 

Several relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified in the first 

paragraph of the response, although only four are required to earn full credit: make a 

snowman…after they feed the pigeons, slide on ice and eat their cake they make another 

snowman…. Additional relevant activities are identified: they went sliding…make a fort…have 

snowball fights…. Correctly providing four or more specific activities from the poem earns this 

response 4 points. 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a thorough description by identifying more than four specific activities 

the speaker in the poem does during the day.  

 

Four relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: having a 

snowball fight…build a fortress…raced down a hill with there wooden sleds…make a giant 

snowman…made another one. Correctly providing four or more specific activities from the 

poem earns this response 4 points. 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a thorough description by identifying four specific activities the 

speaker in the poem does during the day.  

 

Four relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: had a 

snowball fight…built a fort…made a snowman…they went sliding down ice. These activities are 

duplicated using quotes from the poem; however, this neither adds to nor detracts from the 

score earned. Correctly providing four specific activities from the poem earns this response 4 

points. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a thorough description by identifying four specific activities the 

speaker in the poem does during the day.  

 

Four relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: has a 

snowball fight…they made a fortress…they went sledding…they slid on ice. Correctly providing 

four specific activities from the poem earns this response 4 points. 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a thorough description by identifying more than four specific activities 

the speaker in the poem does during the day.  

 

Four relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: He had a 

cold, wet, snowball fight, a race on wooden sleds…to build a neat fortress…made a silly smiled 

snowman…slid on the ice. Correctly providing four or more specific activities from the poem 

earns this response 4 points. 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate description by identifying three specific activities the 

speaker in the poem does during the day.  

Three relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: he ran 

outside to have a snowball fight…made a giant snowman…finished off a fort they were 

making. Correctly providing three specific activities from the poem earns this response 3 

points. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate description by identifying three specific activities the 

speaker in the poem does during the day.  

Three relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: make a fort 

out of snow…have a big snowball fights…built a big snowman. The additional detail, at the end 

of the poem the sun goes down, is not an activity the speaker engaged in and receives no 

credit. Correctly providing three specific activities from the poem earns thisresponse 3 points. 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate description by identifying three specific activities the 

speaker in the poem does during the day.  

 

Three relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: fead some 

hugrey pigons…go [build] a snowman…sladding on the ice. Although the second activity is 

missing the word "build," it is clear that both the poem and the question have been 

understood. Correctly providing three specific activities from the poem earns this response 3 

points. 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a partial description by identifying two specific activities the speaker in 

the poem does during the day.  

 

Two relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: We made 

another snow man and we finshed off our fort! The remainder of the response discusses how 

the poem describes the shortness of the day. However, no additional activities are identified. 

Correctly providing two specific activities from the poem earns this response 2 points. 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a partial description by identifying two specific activities the speaker in 

the poem does during the day.  

 

Two relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: make snow 

men…snow forts. Although stated as if these are activities the writer has participated in, this 

awkward wording does not detract from the score earned since these are also activities that 

the speaker in the poem engaged in throughout the day. The additional activity listed, 

make…snow angles, receives no credit because it is not based on the activities identified in the 

text. Correctly providing two specific activities from the poem earns this response 2 points. 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a partial description by identifying two specific activities the speaker in 

the poem does during the day.  

 

Two relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: snowmen 

and snowball fits. Those are sometings you can do. Although briefly stated, this does not 

detract from the credit earned. Correctly providing two specific activities from the poem earns 

this response 2 points. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a partial description by identifying two specific activities the speaker in 

the poem does during the day.  

 

Two relevant activities the speaker engages in throughout the day are identified: have 

snowball fights…stop to go in for lunch. Although the remainder of the response demonstrates 

an understanding that the poem was about having fun during the day, kids go out to play have 

fun…then they go back out side to play, no additional specific activities are identified. Correctly 

providing two specific activities from the poem earns this response 2 points. 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal description by identifying one specific activity the speaker in 

the poem does during the day.  

 

The beginning of the response is vague and does not identify any specific activities: you can do 

a lot of things…how much fun you can have…. Credit is given for We fed some hungry pidgeons 

even though the response incorrectly concludes that the poet is describing how hard it is for 

animals to find food. No credit is given for the final detail, a dog ate half of my cake, because it 

is not an activity the speaker did; rather, it is something the dog did. Correctly providing one 

specific activity from the poem earns this response 1 point. 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal description by identifying one specific activity the speaker in 

the poem does during the day.  

Although the response identifies one activity the speaker engages in, make snowmen, the rest 

of the response describes how short the days are rather than naming additional specific 

activities. Correctly providing one specific activity from the poem earns this response 1 point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal description by identifying one specific activity the speaker in 

the poem does during the day.  

One relevant activity the speaker engages in throughout the day is identified: My favorite 

thing is a snow ball fight. Although the remainder of the response demonstrates an 

understanding that the poem was about having fun during the day, You have enoug time to 

play. 3. It is fun to play in the snow, no additional specific activities are identified. Correctly 

providing one specific activity from the poem earns this response 1 point. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal description by identifying one specific activity the speaker in 

the poem does during the day.  
 

One relevant activity the speaker engages in throughout the day is identified: the kids are 

haveing a snowball fight.... The remainder of the response describes the shortness of the day, 

and no additional specific activities are identified. Correctly providing one specific activity from 

the poem earns this response 1 point. 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop a description of an activity the speaker in the poem does 

during the day.  

Although the response demonstrates an understanding that time went by quickly, they didn't 

have a real lot of time to play. The time went by fast for them, no specific activities engaged in 

by the speaker are identified. Not developing a description of a specific activity from the poem 

earns this response no credit. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop a description of an activity the speaker in the poem does 

during the day.  

 

The response describes the weather in the poem, there is alot of snow in the grass in the top 

of the houses. However, no specific activities are identified. Not developing a description of a 

specific activity from the poem earns this response no credit. 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop a description of an activity the speaker in the poem does 

during the day.  

Although the response demonstrates an understanding that the poem was about having fun, 

they were having so much fun so time flew by, no specific activities are identified. Not 

developing a description of a specific activity from the poem earns this response no credit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop a description of an activity the speaker in the poem does 

during the day.  

 

The response attempts to explain what is meant by the speaker's description of December 

days as short: they ment it's not lik ragler days. Its diffrent. However, no specific activities 

engaged in by the speaker are identified. Not developing a description of a specific activity 

from the poem earns this response no credit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Score Analysis: Score Point 4 

This response is a clear, complete, and accurate description of the problems faced by the 

Voyager’s team both before and during flight. 

It includes many important details from the article including raising money by selling shirts 

before the flight and the events that occurred after encountering the typhoon during the 

flight. 

  

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4 

This response is a clear, complete, and accurate description of the problems faced by the 

Voyager’s team both before and during flight. 

It explains the initial lack of interest in the project and how the team raised money and 

acquired materials. It addresses problems that occurred because of the storms and describes 

the turbulence of the typhoon, how the team dealt with the low fuel problem, and the 3500 ft. 

fall. 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3 

This response is mostly clear, complete, and accurate. 

 It describes the problems faced by the Voyager’s team both before and during the flight 

with information that is relevant but often general. The problems before the flight focus 

only on finding a light material. The problems during the flight include the two storms 

but there are no details relating to the typhoon or how they attempted to save fuel.  

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2 

 This response is a partial discussion of problems faced by the Voyager’s team. 

Problems before and during the flight are stated, but not fully explained.  

It does not describe how the team raised the money, what happened in the storms, or 

why the fuel was low. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1 

 This is a minimal response.  

Problems faced by the Voyager’s team are vaguely identified, but no details from the article 

are used to support the answer. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0 

This response is irrelevant.  

It is direct copy of paragraph 11, and does not relate to the question. 

 



 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4 

This response is a clear, complete, and accurate explanation of why dirt is important.  

It identifies the importance of dirt to plant life and recognizes that human life would 

perish without the oxygen and food that plants provide. The role of dirt in recycling is 

also explained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4 

This response is a clear, complete, and accurate explanation of why “dirt is amazing 

stuff.” 

 It identifies the importance of dirt to plant life and includes details relating plants to 

the production of oxygen and food crops. The role of dirt in recycling is also explained 

with supporting details from the article. 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3 

This response is mostly complete.  

It indicates an understanding of why dirt is important, but the support is general and 

lacks some detail. The idea of dirt as nature’s recycler is implied but not explained. 

 

 

 

  

Score Analysis: Score Point 2 

This response is a partial explanation of why dirt is important. 

 Most of the information provided is copied from paragraph 3 without any explanation. 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1 

This is a minimal attempt to explain why dirt is important.  

There is a vague reference to plants and animals but very little information from the 

article is included. 

 

 

 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0 

This response is incorrect. 

 It does not answer the question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a thorough comparison by providing one specific detail attributed to the squirrel and one 

specific detail attributed to the weasel and connecting them both to Sam's activities.  

 

A specific detail from the text is attributed to the squirrel and connected to Sam's activities: he is eating the same kind of 

things as a squirrel…just plain acorns. This clearly refers to the squirrel eating stored nuts from paragraph 7 of the text. 

The response further explains that Sam eats turtle soup, acron pancakes and that he feels just like a squirrel because he 

is living just like one. Neither of these ideas is considered a specific detail from the text that develops the comparison. 

However, their presence in the response does not take away from the points earned. A specific detail from the text is 

attributed to the weasel and connected to Sam's activities: he was going to get out with out making his tree a mess…he 

was wondering how a weasel got out with out making a mess of his house. This is an acceptable paraphrase of 

paragraphs 9 and 10 of the text in which Sam is wondering how to dig out of the snow like the weasel does. Correctly 

providing one specific detail attributed to the squirrel and one specific detail attributed to the weasel and connecting 

them both to Sam's activities earns this response 4 points. 

Overlay Key: Detail - both Sam and squirrel, Detail - both Sam and weasel, Detail - "they", Detail - only Sam 
Detail - only squirrel, Detail - only weasel 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 4  

This response develops a thorough comparison by providing more than one specific detail attributed to the squirrel and 

more than one specific detail attributed to the weasel and connecting them both to Sam's activities.  

The first specific detail from the text is attributed to both the squirrel and the weasel and is connected to Sam's 

activities: Sam is borrowed in and the squirrel and weasel are too. This clearly refers to paragraph 7 which refers to the 

squirrels being "holed up" and to paragraph 8 which refers to the weasel being "denned up." Two more specific details 

from the text are attributed to the squirrel and connected to Sam's activities: Sam eats nuts and stores food like a 

squirrel. This clearly refers to paragraphs 6 and 7 which refer to Sam feeling like a squirrel storing nuts when he sees his 

pockets of supplies in the tree and Sam and squirrels both eating nuts. The attempt to provide another detail, Sam lives 

in a tree like a squirrel, receives no credit because the text does not indicate where the squirrels live. However, its 

presence in the response does not take away from the credit earned. An additional detail attributed to the squirrel and 

connected to Sam's activities has already been stated and given credit: Sam stores food in the tree with him like the 

squirrel. The final details from the text are attributed to the weasel and connected to Sam's activities: Sam has to borrow 

out…so does the weasel. Sam has to put the snow somewhere…so does the weasel. This is an acceptable paraphrase of 

paragraphs 9 and 10 of the text where Sam is thinking about how to dig out after the storm and where the weasel puts 

the snow when he digs out. Correctly providing more than one specific detail attributed to the squirrel and more than 

one specific detail attributed to the weasel and connecting them both to Sam's activities earns this response 4 points. 

Overlay Key: Detail - both Sam and squirrel, Detail - both Sam and weasel, Detail - "they", Detail - only Sam 
Detail - only squirrel, Detail - only weasel 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate comparison by providing two specific details connected 

to Sam's activities but uses the pronouns "them" and "they" without naming the animals 

individually.  

 

The first specific detail provided from the text, all of them stach food to eat during the winter, 

accurately refers to paragraphs 6 and 7 of the text where Sam keeps his "supplies in the wall of 

the tree" and he is wondering if the squirrels are "eating their stored nuts, too." Although no 

specific animal is named, the use of "all of them" is an implied comparison. The second specific 

detail provided from the text, They all have a place to live to keep warm and dry, accurately 

refers to paragraphs 2, 7 and 8 of the text where Sam is warm "here inside my tree," the 

squirrels "are holed up," and the weasel "is also denned up." The remainder of the response is 

not text-based and does not further develop the comparison between Sam and the animals: 

They all have a type of hair that keeps them warm. However, it does not detract from the 

score already earned. Correctly providing two specific details connected to Sam's activities but 

using the pronoun "they" without naming the animals individually earns this response 3 

points. 

Overlay Key:  

Detail - both Sam and squirrel 
Detail - both Sam and weasel 
Detail - "they" 
Detail - only Sam 
Detail - only squirrel 
Detail - only weasel 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 3  

This response develops an adequate comparison by providing two specific details connected to Sam's activities 

but uses the pronoun "they" without naming the animals individually.  

 

The first specific detail provided from the text, they all denned or put themselves in a shelter, accurately refers 

to paragraphs 2, 7 and 8 of the text where Sam is warm "here inside my tree," the squirrels "are holed up," 

and the weasel "is also denned up." Although no specific animal is named, the use of "they all" is an implied 

comparison. The second specific detail provided from the text, They all kept their food supplies somewhere in 

their home, is an acceptable paraphrase of the ideas in paragraphs 6 and 7 where Sam keeps his "supplies in 

the wall of the tree" and the squirrels are "eating their stored nuts, too." The remainder of the response is not 

text-based and does not further develop the comparison between Sam and the animals. However, it does not 

detract from the score already earned. Correctly providing two specific details connected to Sam's activities 

but using the pronouns "them" and "they" without naming the animals individually earns this response 3 

points. 

Overlay Key:  

Detail - both Sam and squirrel 
Detail - both Sam and weasel 
Detail - "they" 
Detail - only Sam 
Detail - only squirrel 
Detail - only weasel 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a partial comparison by providing one specific detail from the text attributed to the squirrel and 

connecting it to Sam's activities.  

 

The acceptable specific detail provided, Sam took nuts to save and other food that both the squirrel and weasel will eat, 

too, accurately compares Sam's activities to the squirrel's but not to the weasel's activities. The text does not indicate 

the weasel saved food, but an incorrect detail or details based on outside knowledge do not detract from the credit 

earned. Although it is not clear if this statement is referring to saving nuts or eating them, either one is an appropriate 

comparison. The remaining details attempt to continue the comparison but do not receive credit. The squirrel and 

weasel both have the same kind of house that Sam does is not correct because the text does not indicate where the 

squirrel lives, but it does indicate that Sam lives in a tree and that the weasel lives behind a boulder. Two additional 

details, they would all probualy make things out of nature…they live on the same mountain, receive no credit because 

the first does not clearly reference the text and the second is information from the prompt. Correctly providing one 

specific detail attributed to only one of the animals and connecting it to Sam's activities earns this response 2 points. 

Detail - both Sam and squirrel 
Detail - both Sam and weasel 
Detail - "they" 
Detail - only Sam 
Detail - only squirrel 
Detail - only weasel 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 2  

This response develops a partial comparison by providing one specific detail from the text 

attributed to the squirrel and connecting it to Sam's activities.  

 

The acceptable specific detail provided, He also has only natures food such as acorns, 

compares Sam's activities to the squirrel's because the squirrel is individually named: the way 

he's living is truly similar to a squirrel's life. The other detail, he feels like a squirrel because he's 

couped up in a tree, is not acceptable because it is not from the text. Details which come from 

outside knowledge do not receive credit; however, they do not detract from the score earned. 

Correctly providing one specific detail attributed to only one of the animals and connecting it 

to Sam's activities earns this response 2 points. 

Overlay Key:  

Detail - both Sam and squirrel 
Detail - both Sam and weasel 
Detail - "they" 
Detail - only Sam 
Detail - only squirrel 
Detail - only weasel 

 

 

 

 



 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal comparison by providing details only about Sam.  

 

Although the specific details provided are text-based, He lives in a part of a tree. He made pouches in the 

trunck, they only relate to Sam's activities and do not further the comparison between Sam and the animals. 

Correctly providing specific details for only Sam earns this response 1 point. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 1  

This response develops a minimal comparison by providing details only about the squirrel.  

A specific detail based on the text is provided: squaral and a weasel…eating nuts. However, this only relates to 

the squirrel's activities because the text does not indicate what the weasel ate and it does not further the 

comparison between Sam and the animals. The additional detail provided, staying in a tree when it is snowing, 

is not a text-based description of either the squirrel's or the weasel's activities and receives no credit. 

Correctly providing specific details for only the squirrel earns the response 1 point. 

 Detail - both Sam and squirrel 
Detail - both Sam and weasel 
Detail - "they" 
Detail - only Sam 
Detail - only squirrel 
Detail - only weasel 



 
Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop a comparison between Sam and the animals.  

 

Although an attempt is made to provide a comparison, the details are incorrect and not text-based. In 

addition, the use of "they" together with the details provided seem to imply a comparison between the 

squirrel and the weasel rather than between Sam and the animals: They are both some sort of animals…are 

usally out in the winter…like goinging outside.... Not developing a comparison between Sam and the animals 

earns no credit. 

 

Score Analysis: Score Point 0  

This response does not develop a comparison between Sam and the animals.  

An attempt is made to provide a comparison: he is acting like a squiral because he probaly stayed up th for to 

long, it's probaly getting to his head. However, this detail is not text-based and receives no credit. Not 

developing a comparison between Sam and the animals earns no credit. 

Detail - both Sam and squirrel 
Detail - both Sam and weasel 
Detail - "they" 
Detail - only Sam 
Detail - only squirrel 
Detail - only weasel 



 


